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When I started upon the idea to write the group of books you have just embarked upon, I thought to
title them, My Cheap and Effective Guidelines to Stay Looking Young and Live Much longer.   And once you
start searching it is amazing what you find.. 'Collagen Boosted' this and 'Stem Cell Enhanced' that, with
endless promise that their product will provide the elixir of youth.Anti-aging and longevity is becoming one of
the most heavily researched topics of recent years and indeed it really is predicted that the global anti-
aging products marketplace will reach $291.9 Billion (yes. Wouldn't it become great to experience the very
best of lifestyle, travel widely, and (perhaps most) importantly, discover your great great grand children
and still have the ability to pick and choose them up and take them for walks!Scroll back again up and buy
now. Billion!) by 2015.If the idea began from a story book in your childhood or from noticing that 1st
wrinkle in the mirror in your late twenties, the vast majority of us would like to have our youthful skin and
our able bodies well into our 80's and beyond. Aesthetic and pharmaceutical businesses are continuously in
the race to put the next best and brightest item out there.s what I want to impart, and those will be the
benefits I'd like you to possess.s a bit long but it actually sums up my intentions concisely and accurately,
because that’. for an often drastic cost. We've talked to doctors, pharmacists and healthcare professionals

to get to the bottom of exactly what will really work.But how do we understand what works and what
doesn't with the vast array of details out there???We've been thinking about this topic for many years
now, researching and self-testing to find what functions for the long term and what is simply a band aid
short term fix.- Discover ways to stimulate your skin's normal regenerating procedure and keep it going
well into your old age.What you may not know about many of these products is that they often contain
chemicals that are not only harmful to your skin, but also don't leave any lasting impact.It’Why? Simply
because we also want to keep young looking skin and healthful fit bodies functioning at their peak until we
are well over 100..You can certainly do this too, and it's really far easier than you imagine!This book (and all
of those other series) contains plenty of practical, research based, proven information on health, fitness
and anti-aging that you could apply straight away.Find out:- How your skin works and what the aesthetic
companies won't tell you. Yes, we've browse the studies, the medical journals and sifted through a variety
of conflicting information.- Learn about the less popular antioxidants that reduce wrinkles, naturally
protect your skin layer from sun harm and undo DNA damage- Learn about natural herbs that have been
shown to regenerate your cells. Kindle Edition.- Do all this naturally, cheaply and without going near any
surgeries or needles.. Rowan Elsey (0101-01-01T00:00:00+00:00).Samantha Douglas; Youth Boosters
Component I (Kindle Locations 99-102).- Discover ways to keep your skin layer and body youthful at the
cellular level.
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I've bought all of the books in the series which one doesn't disappoint. As an extremely sceptical person, I
was hesitant to read on the topic at first but it really positively surprised me. This book reminds you that
you have the power to make a change to how you look and feel and that it isn't hard to do. I've generally
kept a pretty healthy diet and workout routine but now approaching my 30's and being a beach and sun
lover all my life, I'm noticing those small wrinkles creeping in. If I can do it, therefore can you.I was
impressed by the Author's ability to explain the basic concepts of cell renewal, anti-oxidants, inflammation
etc. I bought this book through Amazon. There is no talk of medical procedures, and it's not really a cheat-
sheet so that you can continue on with a crappy diet and unhealthy life-style. Made Easy" This book puts
together an extensive range of information on supplements, formulations, creams and foods I didn't even
know exist. The majority of the recommendations for improving your well-being are issues that can be
implemented with very little difficulty and very little money. Great read! The book is well laid out and a
enjoyment to read. Fantastic info, made me feel great! It's very helpful and reads with a personal touch as
well, putting the human component into this book really made me connect. I also like that they seem to be
speaking from first-hand experience; My girlfriend loves it! I gave both these books to my girlfriend and she
has loved them! Apparently the books are loaded with actionable guidelines to greatly help her 'stay young'!
You can tell the writer lives his anti-ageing approach. I've also bought another reserve in the series and

I'm looking towards educating myself a little more..com. The message quite definitely seems to be: Take
everything you like, give it a try, and find if it works for you personally.com so I thought I'd re-post it
here:I am in my own early 40s and factors are needs to go south. It doesn't bother me especially, but it's
a reminder that, as you grow older, your body doesn't keep up as well as it used to. Actually offers you
practical knowledge to put steps set up to feel younger!This book suggests key supplements and food
sources which will optimise you internally - healthy inside reflects on the outside, right?. However, the
suggestions all seem realistic, do-able, and affordable. You can find great explanations as to why particular
foods/nutrients are good for you, how they function, and the best way to obtain them. There is absolutely
no gimmick or hard-sell. No-one is trying to put worries of God into you to allow them to sell you their
very own special make of supplements or vitamin supplements. This book seems to be a genuine attempt at
sharing information that will help everyone.au and left a review there but apparently the review isn't on
Amazon.The book is a manageable size so it's nothing like you get an excessive amount of shoved at you all
at one time and you don't end up remembering anything. You don't get overwhelmed with scientific jargon;
there are layman's explanations for everything, thank goodness. The authors have done their homework and
come up with useful information in an easy-to-read style. This book actually opened my eyes to the simple
things I can do to improve my inner health. no-one is preferred to perform anything they don't do
themselves.I've made up my grocery list and I'll provide a few things a try. Wish I had this information 10
years ago. Everything just seems too easy. I was very pleasantly surprised by this book. Only being in my
late 20s, I wasn't sure there was much I could do now to prevent the inevitable... however the authors
gave me great insights into what I can do now to look and feel well for a long period to come! Specifically,
I didn't know half of the health supplements they mention in the reserve existed, however now I possess
to go out and try them to see how they work! I would recommend this book to anyone searching for
simple, doable tips on being your very best self! Great book for feeling great!Feeling younger already I
bought this book about a whim, but found it so useful and easy to follow that I bought the Part II
aswell. I wish I'd had access to this information in my 30s, and maybe my south would be a small further
north right now! No-Nonsense, Down to Earth Information This book has been a pleasure to learn - It's

got exactly the right amount of information for a lay person like me, and it generally does not assume you
know lots of detail already. It trained me that by producing small changes into my routine I could get
clearer epidermis and have more energy. This book is bang on the buck when it reads "Looking, Feeling,
Staying Younger. It's therefore interesting (and essential) to find out what actually goes on inside our



bodies instead of just what is displayed externally.It was an extremely good begin and I bought all of those
other series. Everyone should browse this!
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